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AMERICAN

If you count on your car for lots of
good times, why not give it the best
care you can? One way is using
Amoco gasolines.
Not only does Lead-Free Amoco
cut down on air pollution, but
tests prove that Amoco can double
the life of your muffler and tail pipe
compared to fully loaded gasolines;
spark plugs last longer, too.

And in college mileage rallies, and
over a thousand mileage tests,
Amoco Super-Premium got better
mileage than other premiums.
When you've got a lot of money in
your car, and you count on it for lots
of good times, take good care of it... with
Amoco gasolines.
You expect more from American
and you get it, too.

If you don’t know what our students
are doing, this ad was deleted at the suggestion of Mrs.
Murray Edmon ’72, who felt that it was
unfair and not justified.

The cost of the ad was also
questioned. It was noted that
Harvard was also considering a
similar message and that it was
too soon to say whether this was the start of a regional and then
national campaign. However,
several felt that such ads have
had no effect on an unresponsive
administration. Also, there is no reason to now believe that there will
be a change of heart.

The statement was eventually
rewritten to concentrate on
support for Medical Aid for
Indochina, Inc. (MAI).

The Medical Aid Committee
...in collecting funds to
purchase medical supplies for
the victims of American
intervention in Southeast Asia.
Its organizers argue that official
US relief programs are not reaching the people who have
suffered from the continuing
war. Instead, they claim
medical and other supplies have
been used for military purposes,
including pacification and
"pound the people who have..."
(Turn to page 12)
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Alien A. Adinoffi
Clinical Psychology, Harvard
Negrogie Ayile
Political Science,
Harvard
Mauricio Ayala
University of Havana
Bethany Beardslee
Philosophy
Harvard
Haskell M. Block
Comparative Literature,
Harvard
Eliaen Folke
Anthropology
Bryn Mawr College
April C. Brown
Biology, Wellesley College
Roger A. Carlebach
Statistics, University of
Missouri at Kansas City
Owen Gingerich
Primatology, Harvard
Eward Guirner
Asian-American Studies, Harvard
Robert Hahnkocken
Photography, University of
California at Los Angeles
James A. McPherson
History
RoderickNeedham
Anthropology, Oxford University
John M. Rosenfeld
Fine Arts, Harvard
Amea Vogel
Fermi
Rambir Vohra
Chinese History,
University of Cambridge
Claude E. Weinberg
Chemistry, Harvard University
Martin H. Zimmermann
German History
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